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January 6, 1984

To the Board of Eye Level Gallery 
Halifax, Nova Scotia

This letter is in response to your December letter concerning the 
Atlantic issue of Parallelogramme.

Please find enclosed the information sent to me from Michael Fernandes,
both about the cover proposal and his show at Struts. Please also
see the response I made in print in the current issue of Parallelogramme.

I would have personally rather kept your discontent an in-house mâ r/er.
I don't think that printing your letter or my response was particularly 
beneficial to anyone. However, you had your wish.

I send this information so that you may see that Michael's information 
was not camera ready and to illustrate the confusion that arose about 
his images. Ydu will notice that the photo of the man sitting on the 
floor infront of the fire was not identified in any way. I had no 
idea, until your letter arrived, that it was even a Michael Fernandes 
work.

I am not interested in carrying on a battle with the Atlantic region.
I do not discriminate against Atlantic artists and I resent being 
accused of such. However, I am willing to admit that the situation 
has escalated to the point where communication problems do exist.
To alleviate the problem and give the situation some personal element 
I propose that if the Annual General Meeting is held in Halifax, that 
I either arrive a day or two early or stay a day or two late and meet 
with a number of artists who would be interested in discussing the 
direction of Parallelogramme, ideas and ways of improving Atlantic 
input to their (and your) satisfaction. If personal contact is made 
perhaps artists from the Atlantic region will be more inclined to 
keep in touch with me throughout the year so that articles from them 
can be published in issues other than the Atlantic one. Since I only 
have contact with the regions through regional representatives and 
those artists who take the time to contact me, my resources are limited. 
If you are in agreement with this idea, I leave it to either the 
regional rep or someone at Eye Level to organize such a meeting. You 
are not alone in your isolation. I have no travel funds to go to 
regions and talk to artists. But don't mystify Toronto. I don't have 
extremely close contact with all artists here either. Production of 
the magazine precludes proper editorial work. Next year's projected 
budget reflects increases in salary and personnel to improve working
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conditions and subsequently efficiency. You may perceive this essentially 
one-man operation as meaning that I have all this POWER. In reality what 
it means is that I have all this WORK to do in a very short period of 
time. Unfortunately artists suffer since I cannot devote myself to 
personal contact as much as I would like to.

At any rate, I look forward to a response from your Board. I trust 
that you will be amenable to improving relations.

Sincerely,

Tanya Mars 
Ed itor
Parallelogramme

cc: Diana Asimakos


